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Over the past few years, there has
been a lot of talk and discussion
about a “golf boom” exploding in
Asia. At times, this talk has resulted
in a sort of frenzy in the market
causing many of us who are at
“ground zero” of the industry to ask
– “is there really a boom?”
Relative to what’s not happening
in the moribund markets of North
America, Europe and Australia,
the business activity that is taking
place in Asia can be called a
“boom”. This period of madness
has resulted in many newcomers,
totally unfamiliar with the business
lay-of-the-land in Asia, to jet out
to the so-called business hot-spots
in Asia to seek their fortunes - not
dissimilar to the days of the gold
rush back in California.
More often than not, these forays
into Asia have resulted in huge
disappointments for many of the
prospectors seeking new business
opportunities in the region. There
is business in Asia but it invariably
gets picked up by companies
and individuals who have been
out here for many years and who
have built up sustainable business
“relationships” in the marketplace.
However, it is our contention that
as golf attempts to grow in Asia,
the field should be opened up
and there is a need for new blood
to be infused. The marketplace

Mike Sebastian

needs a greater cross sectional
representation of mainstream
and downstream suppliers to
come on board so that golf course
owners and operators have access
to a wider range of equipment,
technology and services.
The time has also come for
manufacturers to have a greater
on-site presence in the region
rather than depend on a network
of trading houses to act as their
distributors.
Club owners need direct access to
the manufacturers and suppliers
and there is an urgent need for
just-in-time programmes to be
made available in Asia.
Aftermarket response times to
equipment failure and spare parts
supply have to change. There is
a litany of issues that need to be
addressed if Asia is to grow its golf
industry.
Note that the game of golf is not
really growing as rapidly as we
would like it to grow.

This can be attributed to a
number of factors amongst
which are:
 The lack of easily accessible,
affordable and playable public
golf courses in Asia;

 The lack of properly managed
and sustainable junior golf
development programmes;
 The absence of new formats
of play that are not time
consuming;
 The active promotion of family
golf;
The challenges faced by golf are
numerous - one of which is the
very affordable, easily accessible
and highly entertaining form of
recreational activity that is couchbased. Video-based entertainment
will be a huge challenge to the
growth of golf, especially amongst
the younger generations.
Also keep in mind that post-war
baby-boomers are now playing
less golf and very soon, many
amongst these well-monied and
well-heeled golfers will be hanging
up their golf bags for good.
We in the industry need to get
cracking and transform into a
highly effective and efficient
creative machine to fight back the
plethora of golf-killing distractions.
The call is to unite – everyone
in the industry needs to come
together to work on a highly
innovative and exciting master
plan to give golf a much-needed
shot in the arm.
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As the western year 2010 Anno Domini and the end of the Year of the
Tiger draws to a conclusion, it is a good time for all to pause and do
some industry-wide introspection. For the year end it is often useful to
assume the role of an industry provocateur, or perhaps just a business
catalyst, and ask some far reaching questions.
For the well-established golf businesses in occidental nations, it is a
time to consider re-inventing and rejuvenating and not resting upon
past market share laurels or previous successes. For the emerging golf
businesses in Asian nations, it is a time for greater inventiveness and
creativity that leaps beyond simplistic, past duplication efforts or feature
improvements of occidental technology.
Rather Asia needs to take a completely new approach to better solving
old problems that still plague turfgrass management. In all cases a
new and very strongly competitive environment in the turfgrass /
golf industry is now formed and this will bode well for the future of
golf course management. There will be winners and losers -- and a
company’s size, market share or past success will not be a guarantee of
future survival. To the degree that the needs of golf course management
professionals are satisfied and benefited from embracing the new
competition from Asia, thus will determine the very future of the game
of golf world-wide.
“He who asks a question is a fool for a minute;
he who does not remains a fool forever.”
– Ancient Chinese proverb

Inventiveness is imaginative creation.
Applied v Basic:
The Need for Basic Research in Turfgrass Science
During the early 1980s in the United States, the United States Golf
Association (USGA) joined with the Golf Course Superintendents
Association of America (GCSAA) to better coordinate cooperative
efforts in funding and conducting turfgrass research. Both groups had
concluded that turfgrass research was becoming very fragmented and
nearly completely focused on ‘applied’ versus ‘basic’ research efforts.
Simply stated, basic research delves into fundamental aspects of basic
science, while applied research focuses on quite simple studies that
provide quick, practical outcomes.
Applied research is obviously more popular with end users such as
golf course superintendents and other end users – it gets them simple,
hands-on tools that can be ‘applied’ quickly at their courses. Basic
research usually has substantial risk of not achieving objectives or great
discoveries – yet it unlocks essential knowledge even in not coming up
with earth-shaking breakthroughs.
Prior to the early 1980s applied research efforts in turfgrass, research

projects had begun to become very localized in their focus and we
were seeing duplication of efforts around the USA. There were
fertilizer studies, aeration studies, topdressing studies, herbicide studies
and simple studies ad infinitum. Many applied studies seemed almost
‘political’ in scope with local and regional end user groups lobbying the
national associations for funding of their favorite college or university
efforts. I know this first-hand, because I was lobbied and pressured at
GCSAA by members and elected leaders to provide funds from our
Foundation at that time. Further, there was then evolving a need for
an industry wide set of clear objectives in research that would begin
to address rapidly developing threats to golf such as water shortages,
negative environmental perceptions and ever increasing costs of
maintenance that were pricing out of reach for new golfers.
In response to these realities the USGA and GCSAA decided to
cooperate with a joint effort that would set well-defined industry
objectives, raise the substantial new amounts of funding into the
millions-of-dollars range and place a new emphasis on more funding
for basic research. Those of us involved in the leadership back then
were convinced that basic research would go very far in developing the
next generation of scientists by attracting graduate assistants and Ph.D.
candidates and allowing the opportunities to develop scientific skills that

"There was a unanimous consensus that we needed
to attract bright minds into the study and teaching of
turfgrass science – and it worked. Today’s generation
of so many doctoral graduates now employed in
the field of turfgrass science are, in my opinion, the
clear result of those basic research funding efforts
emphasized by the USGA and the GCSAA in the
decades after 1980. A fact that few realize was a side
benefit of basic research funding."

simplistic applied study fails to do. There was a unanimous consensus
that we needed to attract bright minds into the study and teaching
of turfgrass science – and it worked. Today’s generation of so many
doctoral graduates now employed in the field of turfgrass science are,
in my opinion, the clear result of those basic research funding efforts
emphasized by the USGA and the GCSAA in the decades after 1980. A
fact that few realize was a side benefit of basic research funding.
So, what about current trends in turfgrass research today? Sadly, there
seems to again have been a shift predominantly to applied research
studies – funding agencies have again succumbed to popular pressures
of the day and the exciting arena of basic research seems to have been
thwarted once again. It’s time for researchers and funding entities to
place an emphasis back on fundamental basic research – for the future
good of the game of golf!
It is in basic research wherein lays the greatest opportunities to
further advance knowledge in turfgrass science – and even with broad
implications for re-thinking our management practices. One such area
that comes to mind falls within the basic research arena for studying of
aging, from simple organisms to our complex human species. The ageold quest sought by luminaries from Herodotus to Ponce de León – the
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"Science has been able to peer into nature on a
micro level never dreamed of before – and like
with Russian Matryoshka Dolls, every time science
is able to peer more clearly into the micro world,
a smaller dimension of greater complexity is yet
revealed. Such new discoveries have implications
for turfgrass science as well and basic research
in other disciplines of micro science may not
transpose to turf as well as in the past."

quest of basic science related to the legendary Fountain of Youth.
Just what does basic research in senescence of organisms (aging)
have to do with golf turf management? A great deal indeed. As for
one example, in the 1960s my father (a golf course superintendent)
insisted that his bent grass putting greens (Penncross) be regularly over
seeded. When I questioned him about this he told me that essentially
we wanted to always be introducing young and vigorous new plants
and that it was nature's way. When I later became a superintendent
at a young age I began practicing this on 100% Poa annua greens at
Pasatiempo Golf Club in California and within a few years golfers and
my peers were surprised that we had begun to establish bent to about
50% of the sward present then.
Thereafter, as a general manager and also an agronomist, I insisted on
continual over seeding of bent grass greens. In the field I have observed
that greens that were continually over seeded seemed to have less
disease and their vigor tolerated environmental stresses better than
greens that were not continually over seeded. Such over seeded greens
simply had fewer problems.
In other areas of agriculture, particularly in greenhouse plant
propagation production and also with fruit trees and definitely in
forestry research, close attention is paid to the selection of younger,
more juvenile growth for cloning and vegetation propagation. In golf
greens management we are continually doing cultural practices such as
aeration and grooming to stimulate vegetation production of juvenile
growth - a cloning method. However, keep in mind that such vegetative
juvenile growth is being stimulated from plants that are actually quite
old.
Over the last twenty-five years since the USGA and GCSAA banded
together to improve turfgrass research efforts, new knowledge and new
specialties have developed in microbiology, botany and genetics. Science
has been able to peer into nature on a micro level never dreamed of
before – and like with Russian Matryoshka Dolls, every time science
is able to peer more clearly into the micro world, a smaller dimension
of greater complexity is yet revealed. Such new discoveries have
implications for turfgrass science as well and basic research in other
disciplines of micro science may not transpose to turf as well as in the
past.
One such newly developing micro field of study is ‘epigenetics,’ that is
the study of complex factors above normal genetics which influence
the expression of inherited traits from genes. Epigenetics is closely
tied even to genetic mechanisms of 'aging' in organisms - and this is
where some, including very much myself, think that there may well be
a chronological aging and also a physiological aging process in plants
– thus in grasses potentially as well. This would explain the vigor of
over seeded greens versus those that are simply rejuvenated through
vegetative cultural practices.
As an example, in humans it is well documented by demographic
actuarial studies (used by insurance companies for computing life

"So let’s again call upon the USGA, GCSAA and other funding agencies to understand that today we need
a greater amount of basic research in turfgrass science and the future of golf again depends on it."
insurance probabilities when determining policy premiums for
individuals) that individuals who are born to young mothers under 25
years of age have a significantly greater statistical probability of surviving
to an older age and becoming centenarians (living to 100 years)
than do their younger siblings born to the same mother when she is
chronologically older. This implicates that human offspring may inherit
a varied physiological age based upon the age of their mother at their
birth.
Additionally, since the advent of mammalian cloning such as the 1997
cloning of ‘Dolly’ the sheep in Scotland, there has emerged greater
implications for science with real evidence that these mammal clones
suffer from physiological aging well beyond their chronological birth age.
Some are coming to think this same type of epigenetic related aging
phenomenon takes place in other species and possibly plants as well.
The implications might mean that continuous vegetative rejuvenating
(cloning) of bent grass from existing, planted cultivars of possibly
physiologically aging bent greens may result in bent grass that is juvenile
chronologically, but quite possibly aging physiologically. Such would
surely result in a decline in vigor of the bent grass green over time.
Thus, science brings me back to my father's simple teaching from 45
years ago.
In view of the complete lack of basic research regarding complex

senescence of bent grass plants, I firmly think it is prudent to constantly
over seed greens very lightly (maybe 1 gram - of bent seed per M2)
every time one aerifys on a never ending basis. In this manner one will
have an assurance mechanism in place that will always be germinating
new individual bent plants that have true juvenile vigor physiologically.
Why even take a risk by not constantly over seeding? While waiting for
science to confirm that there is, with certainty, both a chronological
aging and also a physiological aging of cloned plants when reproduced
from the vegetative rejuvenation practices we normally do to greens - I
think it is simply common-sense-smart to do the constant practice of
over seeding.
However, what is needed is a better understand of the science that will
support this field practice of inter seeding of turf stands. Such research
would have aspects of both basic and applied turfgrass research. The
basic research aspect could even unveil fundamental knowledge that
could provide implications for human adult stem cell knowledge and
human cell aging processes. So let’s again call upon the USGA, GCSAA
and other funding agencies to understand that today we need a greater
amount of basic research in turfgrass science and the future of golf again
depends on it.
“The most important thing in communication
is to listen to what is being said.”
– Dr. Peter Drucker, International Management Guru
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Direct Field Support and Technical Training by O
One of the recurring complaints that I hear from end users
throughout Asia most fundamentally concerns the lack of service and
support provided by manufacturers and venders. These complaints
flow from both Asian and expat superintendents. I also have first-hand
experience with both the lack of support – as well as excellent support.
Understandably many current original manufacturers (OEs) and
suppliers are challenged by the difficult logistics that include global
extended distances, cultural or language nuances, and outright
international trade barriers. The OEs most often pawn off service and
support onto their distributors, just as they would normally and more
effectively do in the USA or Europe. However, this approach to doing
business as usual badly fails throughout Asia. Why?
In areas of the world that are yet developing and freshly expanding in
the golf industry, domestic Asian distribution channels in the turfgrass
industry are simply too weak and very significantly inexperienced. It is
a great disservice for foreign suppliers to simplistically tell end users to
‘see our distributor.’ This is certainly so when the distribution channel’s
personnel at all levels are themselves weakly skilled in critical areas that
demand a highly experienced grasp of golf course management – that is
if the distributor ever shows up in some areas.

"Frankly, foreign OEs and suppliers are only se

indigenous Asian entrepreneurial competitors

distributors whom they now employ. From an end
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Frankly, foreign OEs and suppliers are only seeding the foundations for
great opportunity for indigenous Asian entrepreneurial competitors to
spring forth – perhaps even from the very distributors whom they now
employ. From an end user perspective (of either Asian or expat users)
the prospects for the birth of Asian OE manufacturers and suppliers will
be, frankly, a welcome addition of competition in a rather insular current
industry that seems lacking in new, practical innovation and service –
that is if the Asians do it right like a Toyota, Samsung, Hyundai or Sony!
Local distribution channels do not have the resources, or the requisite
experience to truly provide for the needs yet in Asia.
Most everyone knows this and privately confess it as so. Thus, there
are critical needs for direct support from OEs and suppliers in training
and continuing education at the golf course. And there are huge
opportunities for some inventiveness to solve recurring problems. One
cannot simply close a sale on a machine and walk away expecting that
it will be properly used and serviced. Those OEs who decide to ignore
these realities do so at their company’s future peril as they will harvest
in the future what they sow today.
There are also good examples of those OEs who retain future vision.
Companies like Syngenta, Bernhard Machinery, Shibaura, Toro Irrigation
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and others are all making efforts in Asia to support end users at the golf
course.
Bernhard is well known for its stellar support at professional Tour
events and for field training of mower mechanics around the world. In
addition to conducting continual regional workshops, Bernhard readily
sends a highly skilled professional technician to European Tour, OneAsia
Tour, PGA Tour and LPGA Tour events to do hands-on sharpening of
mowing units during competitive professional events. Stephen Bernhard
has insisted on this type of world-wide support for decades now – and
at no insignificant cost to his company, but the investment pays off in
market share and brand loyalty. Bernhard knows the great importance
of building long term relations in Asia that are mutually beneficial.
Syngenta has also been heavily investing in product training and industry
education as well. This company is well known for cross-cultural
training by bringing in expert foreign practitioners into newer golf
regions to speak generically on a peer, practical level to end users. It
is reputed that Syngenta spends close to USD $1 million dollars nearly
every day on technical support and user education related to their
products. Much formal effort is needed now in Asia for training up
technical applicators in all the fundamentals of pesticides and application
skills – generally there exists no licensing for applicators in Asia and this
must change in the next few years.
Toro Irrigation has also been doing a good degree of technical support
to the field in the way of product focused seminars. More is needed in

this absolutely essential golf course management need area of proper
irrigation management that goes far beyond product training. Let’s
hope that all irrigation OEs see the wisdom for injecting a massive dose
of actual continuing education for field practitioners – the industry is
terribly lacking in generic, fundamental irrigation knowledge and skill
training for superintendents and the needed irrigation technicians.
Recently Shibaura has begun to explore tournament support at an
LPGA Tour event. This is also a critical need, as most every professional
tour venue always needs extra equipment during the Advance Week and
Tournament Week. His support is needed so that the best players in
the game and the best playing conditions are presented to the world in
a manner that helps promote the growth of golf for all in the industry.
Automobile and motorcycle OEs support competitive racing worldwide
because they want their product properly vetted and they know the
value of this kind of exposure at world-class sporting events. Just as
Shibaura has done, other manufacturers need to step up to the plate
and offer this kind of support for important Tour events without having
to be asked. The absence of OEs in these efforts will be duly noted.

What About Repair Parts?

Another terribly lacking area in Asian distribution channels is the
abysmal lack of support in replacement parts. The industry is replete
with horror stories regarding the near total lack of spare parts and the
usurious prices charged by distributors that capitalize on already higher
import tax barriers (de facto tariffs). If OEs in general are going to keep

"If OEs in general are going to keep their respective businesses growing in Asia then they
had better start to provide for regional warehousing of repair parts – or regional Asian
manufacturing just as Americans and Europeans demanded of Asian automotive OEs."

A warehousing heaquarters in one of the Asian
countries is a good start in providing repairs
and parts to its consumers in the Asian region.

"Asian nations need to implement consumer
laws just as legislatures in the USA and
Europe have backed the aftermarket to
support consumers so that warranties cannot
be voided if aftermarket parts meet or exceed
OE specifications. ... Asians need to take a
serious look at the existing laws addressing
OE warranty in the countries of manufacturing
origin to determine if warranty protections
are implied to exports as well."

their respective businesses growing in Asia then they had better start
to provide for regional warehousing of repair parts – or regional Asian
manufacturing just as Americans and Europeans demanded of Asian
automotive OEs.
Then again, perhaps all this will bode well for the development of a
true aftermarket niche that organizes itself properly and devises legal
methods via national and regional laws that counters OE threats of
arbitrary and capricious warranty voidance.
Asian nations need to implement consumer laws just as legislatures
in the USA and Europe have backed the aftermarket to support
consumers so that warranties cannot be voided if aftermarket parts
meet or exceed OE specifications.
In fact, Asians need to take a serious look at the existing laws addressing
OE warranty in the countries of manufacturing origin to determine if
warranty protections are implied to exports as well.

The Need for New Machines

While tremendous advances have been made in turfgrass machinery and
equipment over the last several decades, the industry still is plagued by
the need for much greater efficiency and higher quality in critical areas.
In some cases OEs seem to have concluded that their products have
attained the pinnacle of technical evolution and this seems to be stifling
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inventiveness. As one example of an area where much progress is yet
needed is in the laborious, business interrupting processes of aeration
and the associated material handling requirements.
Can golf course managers today truly say that they or their course
ownerships are truly satisfied with the machinery operational processes
associated with aeration, soil core processing and sand filling of holes?
Certainly there can be more universal agreement on the progressively
increasing need pressures to properly conduct this process than on
satisfaction with the process. While innovation has evolved to improve
‘speed’ of aeration, at the field level the quality of the result has been
seen to diminish.
We now have machines that aerate faster, but the cleanliness and depth
of the resulting holes has diminished when compared to the old Ryan
Greensaire that was the workhorse of the industry for nearly thirty
years. It seems that the speed and momentum of the aerator tines
moving at today’s high speeds are unable to lift the cores from modern
sand-engineered greens. To be fair, today we are dealing with more
modern greens that are sand based versus older ‘push-up’ greens that
were soil based. Sand does not hold together as well as heavier soil
does.
Nonetheless, the lack of clean, deep coring holes produced by the
fast new aerators on sand greens substantially negates the entire
purpose of aeration – which is to remove organic layers and material
from rootzones in order to replenish the required pore space that is
properly engineered in filling the intended holes thoroughly with sand.

Damaged holes for aeration

Damaged holes

"While tremendous advances have been made
in turfgrass machinery and equipment over
the last several decades, the industry still is
plagued by the need for much greater efficiency
and higher quality in critical areas. ... As one
example of an area where much progress is yet
needed is in the laborious, business interrupting
processes of aeration and the associated
material handling requirements."

Core handling

"It is time for the industry to have its needs
addressed by manufacturers willing to think outside
the so called ‘box’ ... The first OE to finally resolve
these issues and get the machines to the market
will own the golf industry!"
"Material handling has also seen many technical
advances over the previous decades. There still is
a definite need for innovation to find improved ways
to fill the aerator holes with sand as well, but the
removal of the old cores is the larger issue today."

Fairways

Also, golf courses go through substantial interruption to their business,
revenues or members’ enjoyment during aeration processes.
In many cases the disruption to revenues caused by aerating of greens
in profit operations can range between USD $10,000 to as high as USD
$70,000+ (true figures at high end courses) per day that the course is
closed! This revenue loss does not include the resulting losses from the
period of time required for greens to heal completely and regain a high
quality playing surface – and most public access facilities do actually also
discount during the post aeration weeks. Poor, ragged and damaged
aeration holes heal much more slowly too.
It is time for the industry to have its needs addressed by manufacturers
willing to think outside the so called ‘box’ – and there are many golf
facilities willing to pay fairly for resolving this problem. The first OE to
finally resolve these issues and get the machines to the market will own
the golf industry!
Material handling has also seen many technical advances over the
previous decades. There still is a definite need for innovation to find
improved ways to fill the aerator holes with sand as well, but the
removal of the old cores is the larger issue today. Yet the machinery
currently available to remove or process the soil / sand cores during
the aeration process remains pitifully inefficient and even considerably
damaging to the critical turfgrass playing surfaces. To be fair, there
are manufacturers in the USA, Asia and Europe who have introduced
some new features. But most essentially there currently exist no single
machine that truly does a world-class job of cleaning up aeration cores
on world-class playing surfaces.

Filled holes
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In most all cases the core processing and material handling
machines incur at least some of the following detriments:

needs.  IBM once did this and the Personal Computer came forth to
change the world!

 Crush the cores flat before being picked up causing damage
to the objective of a smooth surface.

It is popular today to talk about ‘thinking outside the box.’  Well, for
starters, there are no boxes other than those we artificially impose
on ourselves.  I hope that OEs will get some advisory groups together
consisting of end users who are very critical thinkers, who have some
mechanical aptitude and who will frankly point out the failings of
nearly every machine product proffered currently for the processes of
aeration and its associated material handling.  Perhaps they can do what
IBM did for the PC – lock a small group of independent thinkers away
with a million dollars and tell them not to come out until they have the
new machine!

 Plug the cores back into the freshly aerified holes.
 Tear the playing surface.
 Are terribly slow and inefficient.
 Have ridiculously old, complex mechanical movements.
 Fail miserably to facilitate efficient, minimal-labor material handling.
 Too slow, too small.
 Fail miserably to innovate recycling of sand and collection
of organic material.

“Be the change you wish to see.”
– Mohandas Karamchand Ghandi

In all of this surely there must be an existing OE or a new start-up (Asia
please hear me on this), who will step back and throw away all the old
thinking to create a wholly new machine that truly addresses the needs
in the modern world instead of adding new features to old boxes that
simply do not work well.  The industry needs a material / core handling
machine that is fast, clean, efficient and conveniently lifts the material
high enough into a larger truck for remote processing disposal.  
At least some OE could look at all the existing machines and see that
some have features that do actually work at some tasks – and then
combine all the functional features into a single 100% functional product.  
Start by truly understanding the needs (which most apparently do not
understand) and then build a new machine from scratch that fulfills the
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There are certainly other changes needed to improve golf course
quality in Asia than the few mentioned here.  Now is the time to pause
and ask ourselves what may at first appear to be some foolish questions.  
To not do so will condemn all to being real fools.
One of the benefits of tough times in business is that it forces people to
re-think things.  Tough times can facilitate oft needed change.  In some
cases it even provides many people much time to change, since slow
business can provide time to think and see things more clearly.  Now
is at least a time to take the opportunity to look in the mirror of our
industry to identify the blemishes and things that just don’t work well.  
In this manner we will see the changes that are needed.

